Cultural exposure
in Tanzania, hosted by UVIKIUTA Tanzania
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North-South solidarity
Magole, Temeke region, Tanzania
2020-08-31
1-3 Months, project starts on August 31st 2020
The volunteer will get a decision within 2 weeks
upon reception of his/her application form.
6
English,Other
English,Other

If you are interested in taking part in this project, or if you would like to get
more information about becoming a long term volunteer, please contact your local SCI organisation. You can search for the contact information here: http:
//www.sciint.org/contact-us/local-sci-branch-or-partner
Project Description:
Cultural exposure project is aiming to serve as an important means of introducing people around the world to realities they might not normally be exposed to.
Many barriers have begun to fall between people around the world, with nearinstantaneous communication allowing people on opposite sides of the world to
meaningfully interact. Cultural exposure project encourage people from all walks
of life to appreciate and understand distinct cultures and play a key role in creating productive dialogue across the world.
Notice: This is an Africa WG project. Please contact the SCI branch or partner
organisation in your country for further information.
Work: The volunteers will participate in a number of activities leading to cultural exposure like Kiswahili Language and cooking classes, home stay, arts and
craft. Meeting senior citizens for story sharing about the past, visiting cultural
sites and ritual sites. Details will be available in the information sheet.
Requirements: Potential volunteer for this project need to have sufficient language proficiency to understand instruction given in English. Be flexible, open
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minded and eager to learn, independent, commitment to treating others with respect, Non-judgmental approach that values different cultures, Interest in people,
cultures and their stories and ability to work under less supervision.
Food: Three meals per day are provided to the volunteers at the workplace or
and the host family. Vegetarian meals will be available. However volunteers with
more specific dietary requirements may need to supplement the included meals
at their own expense.
Accommodation: In host families in an eco-village. there are basic accommodation facilities with shared room with either host family members or other
volunteers. Depending on the availability volunteers might also stay at the Youth
accommodation in the community.
Pocket money: None
Insurance: Not provided. Volunteer needs to get his/her own insurance.
Fees: 350 EUR per month. Pick up from the airport or bus station, orientation at the UVIKIUTA Youth Hostel, local transport to the project, food and
accommodation during the program. The fee also contributes to running basic
activities taking place during the project.
Visa: Required. UVIKIUTA will process it in the country before your arrival.
The cost is of volunteer’s responsibility.
Others: *Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays will be free for volunteers for
personal activities including exploring regional cultural and natural attractions.
*Volunteers are expected to join activities for about 6-8 hours a day. Keep flexibility in mind since you might be required join activities for less/more hours. *
Participation fee 2020: a) For only one month: EUR350 b) For only two Months:
EUR500 c) For three Months: EUR700 d) For more than three months: EUR200
per month.
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